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A refinable vector is a vector with components being compactly supported
distributions that satisfies a refinement equation. We characterize, in terms of the
symbol associated with the refinement equation, the linear independence and
stability of integer translates of the refinable vector. Examples are provided to
illustrate the general theory. Q 1998 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
Let f , . . . , f be compactly supported distributions on the test function1 r
 .  w x.  .Tspace D R see, e.g., 12 . We call the r = 1 vector F s f , . . . , f a1 r
distribution vector. Such a vector is said to be a refinable vector if it
satisfies a refinement equation
N
F s a k F 2 ? yk , 1 .  .  .
ks0
for some nonnegative integer N and a sequence of r = r matrices
  ..N   ..Na k . The sequence a k is known as the mask of the refinementks0 ks0
 .  .equation 1 . Upon taking the Fourier transform 1 is equivalent to
1
yi v r2Ã ÃF v s A e F vr2 , v g C, 2 .  .  .  .
2
Ã Ã Ã T N k .   .  ..  .  .where F v s f v , . . . , f v and A z s  a k z is the sym-1 r ks0
  ..Nbol of sequence a k .ks0
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Refinable vectors, with components being square integrable, play an
important role in the study of wavelet analysis. One may use those
refinable vectors for constructing multiwavelets as in the case r s 1 see,
w x .e.g., 2, 8 , etc. . To this end one has to check the stability of the inte-
ger translates of F. The integer translates of F are said to be stable if
there exist two positive constants B and BX such that, for any b s
  .. r   .. rb k g l [ l Z ,j 1F jF r , k g Z 2 2
X
r r5 5 5 5B b F b k f ?y k F B b . .  .l lj j2 2
jk L2
 .The concept of linear independence see below for its definition is
closely related to that of stability and applies distribution vectors as well. It
is useful in constructing wavelet decomposition by some algebraic tools
 w x.see 8 .
To introduce the concept of linear independence we need some nota-
tions. Let l and l be the linear spaces of complex valued sequences and`
bounded complex valued sequences defined on Z, respectively. Moreover
denote by l the space of finitely supported sequences. Associated with0
  .. r  .  .any b s b k g l , we define a distribution on D R as S bj 1F jF r , k g Z
 .  .[  b k f ?y k . Letjk j j
K F s b s b k g l r N S b s 0 . .  .  . . 5j 1FjFr , kgZ
DEFINITION. Let F be a distribution vector. Then the integer translates
of F are said to be
 .  .  4i linearly independent if K F s 0 :
 . r  . r  4ii l -linearly independent if K F l l s 0 ; and` `
 .  . r  4iii finitely linearly independent if K F l l s 0 .0
r w x rWhen F g L , as pointed out in 7, 8 , l -linear independence of integer2 `
translates is equivalent to stability.
Linear independence for integer translates of one function was investi-
w x w xgated in 11 . Jia and Micchelli 7 proved the following result, which
provides, besides others, a necessary and sufficient condition, in terms of
ÃLaplace]Fourier transform F, for the linear independence of the integer
translates of a distribution vector F. For the formulation of it and later
 . use we call a matrix vector, resp. a polynomial matrix polynomial vector,
.  .resp. if all its entries components, resp. are algebraic polynomials. For
 .   ..Tany polynomial matrix or vector c z , we denote its transpose, c z , by
T  .c z .
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w x  .  4LEMMA 1 7 . For any distribution ¨ector F, K F / 0 if and only if ,
 .T r  4for some v g C and some c s c , . . . , c g C _ 0 ,1 r
T Ãc F v q 2kp s 0, k g Z. 3 .  .
 .Moreo¨er equality 3 is equi¨ alent to the condition
P eiv c s 0, 4 .  .
 .   ..where P z s p z is a certain n = r polynomial matrix determined by thejk
  . r4  .restriction of the distribution subspace S b N b g l on y1, 1 .
r  4The vector c g C _ 0 as in Lemma 1 is called an annihilator ¨ector for
ÃF at v. In view of Lemma 1 we see that the set
T Ã r  4N F [ v N c F v q 2kp s 0, k g Z, for some c g C _ 0 .  . 4
 .is very important for the study of linear independence. Notice that K F
 4  .  .s 0 if and only if N F is empty. It is obvious that v g N F if and only
 . ivif rank P z - r, for z s e .
The purpose of this paper is to investigate the finitely linear indepen-
dence, l r -linear independence, and linear independence of the integer`
translates of a refinable vector. We characterize these problems in terms
 . w xof the symbol A z . These results generalize those in 9 for r s 1. Jia and
w xWang 9 characterized linear independence, stability, and orthogonality
 .simply in terms of the zeros of A z . It is very easy for us to check the
conditions.
It is well known that another approach to deal with the problem of
stability is based on a study of eigenvalues of the so-called transition
 .  w x.operators determined by the symbol A z see, e.g., 10 .
2. FINITELY LINEAR DEPENDENCE
 .When r s 1, N F is a finite set. This is not true for general r. Our first
 .result concerns this problem. We characterize it in terms of matrix P z as
given in Lemma 1 and reveals an equivalent relation between it and the
finitely linear independence.
LEMMA 2. For any distribution ¨ector F the following statements are
equi¨ alent:
 .  .  4i N F l v N 0 F Re v - 2p is an infinite set;
 .  .   .ii there exists a nonzero polynomial ¨ector c z s c z ,1
 .  ..Tc z , . . . , c z such that2 r
P z c z s 0, z g C; .  .
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 .  .iii N F s C;
 .  .   .iv there exists a nonzero polynomial ¨ector c z s c z ,1
T T iv Ã .  ..  .  .c z , . . . , c z such that c e F v s 0, v g C; and2 r
 .v the integer translates of F are finitely linearly dependent.
 .  .  .  4Proof. i « ii . If N F l v N 0 F Re v - 2p contains infinitely
 . ivmany v 's, then rank P z - r for infinitely many z s e , which is equiva-
 .  .lent to the existence of a nonzero polynomial vector c z satisfying ii
 .since all entries of P z are polynomials.
 .  .If ii holds, it is also true that for any z g C, rank P z - r. Therefore
 .  .  .N F s C. Of course iii implies i .
 .  .  .  .The equivalence of ii and iv follows from that of equalities 3 and 4
 iv .and the periodicity of c e .
 .  .   ..To prove the equivalence of iv and v we note that, for any b k gj jk
l r , the equality0
r
S b s b k f ?y k s 0 .  .  .  j j
js1 kgZ
is the same thing as
r
b k y n f ?y k s 0, n g Z. .  .  j j
js1 kgZ
In terms of the Fourier]Laplace transform the latter equality is in turn
equivalent to
inv T iv Ãe b e F v s 0, v g C, .  .
 .   .  ..T  .  . yk  .where b z s b z , . . . , b z with b z s  b k z . Now c z s1 r j k j
 . nb z z for a sufficiently large integer n serves the job. The proof is
complete.
 .  .  .We call the vector c z satisfying ii , or, equivalently, iv in Lemma 2,
Ãan annihilator polynomial ¨ector for F.
 .We shall appeal to the results for the decompositions of univariate
 .polynomial matrices to get a necessary condition in terms of A z for
 .  .N F s C. For P z as given in Lemma 1, it is well known that there exist
 .  .an n = n polynomial matrix L z and a r = r polynomial matrix R z
 .  .satisfying det L z s det R z s 1, z g C, and
D z 0 . s=  rys.
P z s L z R z , 5 .  .  .  .
0 /nys.=r
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 .where s is the rank of P z as a polynomial matrix, 0 stands for then=m
 .   .  ..  .n = m zero matrix, and D z s diag D z , . . . , D z with D z being a1 s j
factor of D , j s 1, . . . , s y 1.jq1
 .By Lemma 2 it is obvious that N F s C if and only if s - r.
 .THEOREM 1. If N F s C then there exists an r = r polynomial matrix
 .R z satisfying the conditions
 .  .i det R z s 1, z g C;
)T 2 y1 T .   ..  .  .  .ii R z A z R z s , .0 A z rys.= s rys
 .  .where s is gi¨ en in the decomposition expression 5 and A z is anrys
 .  .r y s = r y s polynomial matrix and
T y1 Ã T .   ..  .  .iii R 1 F 0 s ), 0, . . . , 0 .^ ` _
r y s
Con¨ersely, if the abo¨e conditions are satisfied and
 .  . l  .iv A 1 has no eigen¨alues of form 2 l s 1, 2, . . . ,rys
 .then N F s C.
 .  .  .Proof. If N F s C, we know that s - r in 5 . Let R z be given as in
 .  .T5 and C s c , . . . , c be a distribution vector defined by its Fourier1 r
transform
y1T i?Ã ÃC s R e F . . .
 T  y2 ..y1Then C is a refinable vector associated with the symbol R z
 . T  y1 .A z R z .
 .  .  .  .Notice that c z is a polynomial vector if and only if b z s R z c z is
T i? Ã i? i? T Ã .   .  ..  .and that c e F s R e c e C. Therefore c z is an annihilator
Ã Ã .  .polynomial vector for F if and only if R z c z is that for C. On the other
 .  .hand, it follows from Lemma 2 and decomposition expression 5 that c z
Ãis an annihilator polynomial vector for F if and only if the vector
 .   .  ..T  .  .b z s b z , . . . , b z satisfies b z s ??? s b z s 0. Thus we may1 r 1 s
 .   .  ..Tconclude that b z s b z , . . . , b z is an annihilator polynomial1 r
Ã  .  .  .vector for C if and only if b z s ??? s b z s 0. Since b z , . . . ,1 s sq1
 .b z are arbitrary polynomials, it follows that c s ??? s c s 0,r sq1 r
s - r. Moreover there does not exist a nonzero polynomial vector
  .  ..Tb z , . . . , b z satisfying1 s
s
iv Ãb e c v s 0, v g C. .  . j j
js1
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 . ivKeeping these in mind we get ii for all z s e by the last r y s
components of the refinement equation
1 y1T 2 iv yiv T ivÃ ÃC 2v s R e A e R e C v , v g C. .  .  .  .  . .
2
Ã T y1 Ã .  .   ..  .As for iii , it follows easily from the equality C 0 s R 1 F 0 and
c s ??? s c s 0, s - r.sq1 r
 .We assume now that there exists a polynomial matrix R z satisfying all
 .  .  .  .  .Tconditions i , ii , iii , and iv . Define C s c , . . . , c , as above, by1 r
Ã T i? y1 Ã Ã  ..  .  .C s R e F. It follows from condition iii that c 0 s ??? ssq1
Ã T .  .  .c 0 s 0, for some s - r. Furthermore, by condition ii , c , . . . , c isr sq1 r
 .also a refinable vector with symbol A z . Using the method of therys
w x  .proof of Proposition 5.1 in 1 , we can prove by condition iv that
Ãn. .c 0 s 0, for all s - j F r and n s 1, 2, . . . . The entire functionsj
Ã  .c v , s - j F r, are thus identically zeros. Therefore any polynomialj
 .vector c z with
T
R z c z s 0, . . . , 0 , ) .  .  /^ ` _
s
Ã  .is an annihilator polynomial vector for F. The existence of such c z
 .follows from s - r in condition ii . The proof is complete.
Remark 1. We shall present a symbol that satisfies all the assumptions,
 .except iv , of Theorem 1. There are two refinable vectors F and F1 2
satisfying the same refinement equation associated with the given symbol.
 .  .On the other hand, N F s C and N F is empty.1 2
Ã  .Remark 2. Under the assumptions that F 0 / 0 and F is the unique
 . w xsolution to Eq. 1 , J. Z. Wang 14 using a different method, proved that
 .  .  .  .the conditions i , ii , iii , and iv are necessary and sufficient for finitely
linear dependence.
From the proof of Theorem 1 we have
w x COROLLARY 1 14 . For any distribution ¨ector F not necessarily a
Ä T.  .refinable ¨ector there exists a distribution ¨ector C s c , . . . , c such that1 s
Ä .  .i N C / C;
Ä .  .  .  .ii S F s S C , where S F denotes the set of finitely linear0 0 0
 .   .combinations of integer translates of F, i.e., S F s S b N b s0
  .. r 4b k g l .j 1F jF r , k g Z 0
ÄCOROLLARY 2. Let F and s be as gi¨ en abo¨e. If a ¨ector F s
Ä Ä T Ä Ä Ä .  .  .  4  .f , . . . , f with f g S F , 1 F j F s, satisfies K F s 0 , then S F1 s j 0 0
 .s S F .0
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 .Proof. By Corollary 1 there exists an s = s polynomial matrix T z
Ã inv yiv ÃÄ Ä Ä .  .  .such that F v s e T e C v , where n is a certain integer and C is
Ä .  4given as in Corollary 1. Since K F s 0 , we have by Lemma 1 that
 . rdet T z / 0 for any z g C, for otherwise, any nonzero vector c g C
T yiv ÃÄ .satisfying c T e s 0 is an annihilator vector for F at v. Therefore, as
 .a polynomial, det T z is a nonzero constant, which implies that the
 . y1 .inverse matrix of T z , T z , is a polynomial matrix. Now the proof is
Ã yi nv y1 yiv ÃÄ Ä .  .  .complete by C v s e T e F v .
3. LINEAR INDEPENDENCE AND STABILITY
This section characterizes the independence and stability under the
assumption that the integer translates of F are finitely linearly indepen-
dent. Similar to care r s 1, for the linear independence of integer trans-
lates of a refinable vector F, a necessary condition is
 4rank A z , A yz s r , z g C _ 0 . 6 .  .  . .
 .LEMMA 3. Suppose that a refinable ¨ector F satisfies N F / C, and
 .that equality 6 holds. Then the following statements are true:
 .  .  m .i any v g N F is of form v s 2npr 2 y 1 , where m ) 0 and n
are some integers, and
 .  m .  .  .T r  4ii let v s 4npr 2 y 1 g N F and c s c , . . . , c g C _ 01 r
Ã T  .be an annihilator ¨ector of F at vr2. Then H v c is an annihilator ¨ector
1 yi vÃ  .  .of F at vr2, where H v s A e . Moreo¨er2
cTH v q p s 0. 7 .  .
Ã .Proof. For any v g N F we pick an annihilator vector for F at v.
Therefore
T Ã T Ãc H vr2 F vr2 q 2kp s c F v q 4kp s 0, k g Z, 8 .  .  .  .
and
T Ã T Ãc H vr2 q p F vr2 q p q 2kp s c F v q 2p q 4kp s 0, .  .  .
k g Z. 9 .
T  . T  .Since at least one of the vectors c H vr2 and c H vr2 q p is not
 .  .  .zero by 6 , the equalities 8 and 9 give that at least one of vr2 and
 .  .vr2 q p is in N F . The assertion of i now follows from the fact that
 .  4 w xN F l v N 0 F Re v - 2p is a finite set. The reader is referred to 9
for the details.
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 .  . iv lFor any v g N F , by i , there is some odd integer l such that e s 1.
 m .  .On the other hand, for v s 4npr 2 y 1 g N F , and any odd integer l,
iv r2qp . l i2 nlp r2 my1 ..  m .e s ye / 1, since 2nlr 2 y 1 can't be an odd inte-
 .  .ger. This implies vr2 q p f N F . Thus equality 7 follows from equal-
 . T  .  .  . T  .ity 9 , so c H vr2 / 0 by 6 . By 8 we observe that H vr2 c is an
annihilator vector for F at vr2. The proof is complete.
 .  .By the definition of N F , for a distribution vector F, we see that N F
 .  4is empty whenever the intersection set N F l v N 0 F Re v - 2p is.
Furthermore, for a refinable vector F associated with the symbol satisfy-
 .ing equality 6 , Lemma 3 tells us that the above intersection set becomes
 . w .N F l 0, 2p . Therefore, for our purpose, we need only characterize the
w .  .  .existence of v g 0, 2p in N F in terms of symbol A z . Theorems 2
and 3 discuss the cases v / 0 and v s 0, respectively.
 .  .THEOREM 2. Assume that F is a solution to Eq. 1 with symbol A z
 .  .  m .  .satisfying 6 and that N F / C. Let v s 2npr 2 y 1 g 0, 2p . Then
the following statements are equi¨ alent:
 .  .  .i v g N F l 0, 2p , and
 . rii there exists a nonzero ¨ector c g C such that for any integer s G 1
and 0 F d F ms y 1
cTH 2 m sy1v H 2 m sy2v ??? H 2 dq1v H 2 dv q p s 0. 10 .  .  .  .  .
r Ã .  .Proof. i « ii . Assume that c g C is an annihilator vector for F at
 m . iv i2 m s vv s 2npr 2 y 1 / 0. Since e s e , c is also an annihilator vector
Ã m s  .for F at 2 v for any s G 1. Applying the assertion ii of Lemma 3
repeatedly we know that for 0 F d F ms y 1,
H T 2 dq1v ??? H T 2 m sy2v H T 2 m sy1v c .  .  .
Ã dq1is nonzero and, moreover, an annihilator vector for F at 2 v. Further,
 .  .10 follows from equality 7 .
 .  .  .ii « i . In this case we shall prove, with the assumption that 10 holds
Ã m .only for s s 1, that c is an annihilator vector for F at v s 2npr 2 y 1 .
 m . pFor any k g Z write n q 2 y 1 k s 2 q, where p is a nonnegative
integer and q is an odd integer. Appealing to Euler's theorem we may get
m s  m .an integer s G 1 such that ms ) p and 2 ' 1 mod 2 y 1 . From the
equality
q ' 2 m sq ' 2 m syp2 pq ' 2 m sypn mod 2 m y 1 .
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m syp  m .it follows that q y 2 n s 2 y 1 l for some integer l. Since q is odd,
 .so is l. Letting d s ms y p y 1 in 10 we deduce that
T Ãc F v q 2kp .
2 pq1qp
T Ãs c F m /2 y 1
2 pqp 2 qp qp qp
T Ãs c H ??? H H Fm m m m /  / / /2 y 1 2 y 1 2 y 1 2 y 1
2 m snp 2 m sypq1np 2 m sypnp qp
T Ãs c H ??? H H q p Fm m m m / /  / /2 y 1 2 y 1 2 y 1 2 y 1
s 0.
The proof is complete.
The following corollary follows from the proof of Theorem 2.
COROLLARY 3. Suppose that the hypotheses of Theorem 2 are satisfied.
 .  . d  .If v g N F l 0, 2p , then for any integer d G 0, 2 v g N F and
 d .rank H 2 v q p - r.
COROLLARY 4. Let F and F0. be refinable ¨ectors associated with
 .  .  . w .symbols A z and A z , respecti¨ ely. Suppose that N F l 0, 2p and0
 0.. w .  .  .N F l 0, 2p are finite sets and both symbols A z and A z satisfy0
 .  .equality 6 . If there exists a continuous matrix C v , v g R, which is
 . y1 .  .  .in¨ertible for v / 2kp , k g Z, such that H v s tC 2v H v C v ,0
1 1yi v yiv .  .  .  .where H v s A e , H v s A e , and t is a nonzero constant,0 02 2
 .  .  0..  .then N F l 0, 2p s N F l 0, 2p .
 .  .Proof. If v g 0, 2p is of form i of Lemma 3, then for any integer
p G 0, neither 2 pv nor 2 pv q p is equal to 2kp , k g Z. Therefore the
 .proof is complete by equality 10 and the equality
Cy1 2 m sv H 2 m sy1v H 2 m sy2v ??? H 2 dq1v H 2 dv q p .  .  .  .  .
s t m sydH 2 m sy1v H 2 m sy2v ??? H 2 dq1v .  .  .0 0 0
= H 2 dv q p Cy1 2 dv q p . .  .0
THEOREM 3. Under the same assumptions of Theorem 2, then v s 0 g
 . r  4N F if and only if there exists a ¨ector c g C _ 0 such that for any integer
s G 0 we ha¨e
sTc H 0 H p s 0 11 .  .  . .
and
T Ãc F 0 s 0, 12 .  .
  ..0where H 0 stands for the identity matrix.
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ÃProof. Let c be an annihilator vector for F at 0. Thus for any inte-
T Ã sq1 .ger s G 0 and odd integer q it holds that c F 2 qp s 0. So
T s Ã  ..  .  .  .  .c H 0 H p F qp s 0. This together with p f N F gives 11 . The
 .definition of c implies 12 .
Let us prove the sufficiency part. Similar to the proof of Theorem 2 we
T Ã  .  .can prove that for any k / 0, c F 2kp s 0, which together with 12
completes the proof.
Remark 3. For the proof of sufficiency part in Theorem 3 we need only
 .   .. sthat 11 holds for s - r, since any H 0 , s G r, is a linear combination
  .. sof all H 0 , s - r.
For l r -linear independence we have results similar to Theorems 2 and 3.`
w xWe first recall from 8 that, for any distribution vector F, the condition
 . r  4  .  4K F l l s 0 is equivalent to the fact that N F l z N z g R is empty.`
 .The analogy of equality 6 in this case is
rank H v , H v q p s r , v g R. 13 .  .  . .
 .It is well known that 13 is a necessary condition for the stability of the
integer translates of F.
 .  .THEOREM 4. Assume that N F / C and 13 is true for all v g R.
 m .  .  .  .Then, v s 2npr 2 y 1 g N F l 0, 2p if and only if 10 holds for
 .any integer s G 1 and 0 F d F ms y 1; v s 0 g N F if and only if both
 .  .11 and 12 hold.
Remark 4. After this paper was completed the author became aware
w xthat T. A. Hogen 6 established some results similar to Theorems 1]4 in
r Ãw x  .this paper. However, 6 assumed F g L sometimes and F 0 / 0. The2
w xsufficient conditions in Theorem 1 are weaker than 6 . Theorem 2 and its
proof are somewhat different from Hogen's.
4. SOME EXAMPLES
 .  .  X Y .TEXAMPLE 1. Let A z s diag 4, 8 . Then both F s d , d and F1 2
 X .Ts d , 0 are solutions to the same refinement equation with symbol
 . XA z , where d is the Dirac distribution and d is its derivative. Since
Ã 2 T .  .F v s yiv, v , the integer translates of F are linearly indepen-1 1
dent by Lemma 1, Theorems 2 and 3.
 .  .  .Since rank A z s 2, z g C, A z satisfies condition 6 . Moreover
T r  4  .  .there exists no c g C _ 0 satisfying 10 or 11 . However, the integer
translates of F are obviously finitely linearly dependent. Besides the2
 .  .above A z , F satisfies any refinement equation with symbol A z having2
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 .T4, 0 as its first column. Therefore we can't say anything about the
 .  .  .eigenvalues of A 1 r s 2, s s 1 in this case , i.e., A 1 may be anyrys 1
 .value by the different choice of the second column of A z .
EXAMPLE 2. Given a symbol
1 2 3 3 5z q 2 z q z z y 2 z q z r2, .
A z s , .  /1r32 z2
r Ã T .  .  . w xthere exists a solution F g L to Eq. 1 with F 0 s 1, 1r96 3 . Note2
1 yi v .  .that H v s A e has the factorization2
1
2 y2H v s C 2v H v C v .  .  .  .04
 w x.see 3 , where
1 y eyi v , 0C v s .  /0, 1
and
1, 1r2yi vH v s e . .0 2 /ysin vr2 r8, 1 .
Ã 2 2 Ã 0. 0. 0. 0. T .  .  .  .  .Therefore F v s y 1r4v C v F v with F s f , f be-1 2
ing a refinable vector associated with H .0
We claim that the integer translates of F0. are finitely linearly indepen-
dent. Assume to the contrary that this is not true. Therefore the number s,
 . 0.given as in 5 , associated with F , satisfies s - 2. On the other hand, by
w x 0. w x 0.a formula in 13 , supp f : 2r3, 4r3 , thus the integer translates of f1 1
are linearly independent. Hence, s s 1, and by Corollary 2 there is a
  .. 0.  . 0. .finitely supported sequence c k satisfying f s  c k f ?y k .2 k 1
w x 0. w x  .Again by 13 , supp f : 1r3, 3r2 . Therefore c k s 0 for k / 0 or2
0.  .T/ 1. As in the proof of Theorem 1, by taking F s F , C s c c with1 2
c s f 0. and c s 0, we may conclude that the polynomial matrix1 1 2
1 0
Q z s .  /q 0 q q 1 z y1 .  .
 .   T .y1 .satisfies condition ii of Theorem 1 setting Q s R in Theorem 1 ,
i.e.,




A z s .0 2 /z y 2 z q 1r32 z2
 .is associated with H as before. Equality 14 yields0
q 0 q q 1 z z q 0 q q 1 z 2 r2 y z .  .  .  . 4 .  .
22q q 0 q q 1 z z y z y 1 r32 s 0. 15 .  .  .  . .
 .  .However, the above equation has no solution for q 0 and q 1 . This
 0..contradiction tells us that N F / C, as desired.
Ã 2 2 Ã 0. .  .  .  .  .Now the fact N F / C follows from F v s y 1r4v C v F v
 .  .and the equivalence of conditions iv and v in Lemma 2.
 .  .2 2 .  .It is easy to check that det A z s yz 1 q z z y 66 z q 1 r64, so 6
 .holds and, moreover, the only zero of det A z in the unit circle is
 .  .z s y1. Using Corollary 3 we conclude that N F l 0, 2p is empty. On
Ã  .  ..  .the other hand, by rank A y1 , F 0 s 2, we see that equalities 11 and
 . r  412 can't hold simultaneously for any vector c g C _ 0 when s s 0, so
 .0 f N F . Therefore the integer translates of F are linearly independent
by Theorems 2 and 3.
EXAMPLE 3. We consider a special case s s s s s of the symbol1 2
w x < <constructed in 5 . For any real number, s, s - 2, there exists a unique
 .solution F to 1 with the symbol
 2 . .s y 4 s y 3 1 q z
y 1
 .2 s q 21
2 .A z s  . .  .3 s y 1 s q 1 s y 3s y 1
2 3 2 2 2 2 .  . .  . .= 1 q z q s y s q 3 z q z 3s q s y 1 1 q z. 0y qz2  .2 s q 2 .4 s q 2
Ã 2 T .   .  ..  w x. w xand F 0 s 1, s y 1 r s q 2 see 3 . In 3 , a factorization for
1yi v y1 .  .  .  .  .  .  .H v s A e is given by H v s C 2v H v C v , where C v04
is a trigonometric matrix and invertible except v s 2kp , k g Z, and
2 0
2 2 21  .  .s y 3s y 1 z q y10 s y 8 s q 6 z yiv .H v s , z s e .20  .q s y 3s y 12  0 .4 s 1 q z
 .s q 2
0.  0. 0..TThere exists a refinable vector F s f , f associated with H for1 2 0
Ã 2 Ã 0.< <  .  .  .  .s - 1r2. Moreover it satisfies that F v s y 1r4v C v F v and
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Ã 0. T 0. .  . w x w xF 0 s 1, 1 . We also have by 13 that supp f : 0, 2r3 and1
0. w xsupp f : 0, 4r3 . By the same arguments as in Example 2 we observe2
 .  .  .that the analogy of Eq. 15 has only solution s s 1r4 and q 0 s q 1 s
y3r4. However, for the matrix
1 0
Q z s , .  /y3r4 y 3 zr4 y1
Ã 0. .  .  .the condition iii of Theorem 1 is not satisfied, i.e., we have Q 1 F 0 /
 .T), 0 . Therefore as in Example 2 we may conclude that the integer
translates of F are finitely linearly independent.
 .  .  .  .Let A z be associated with H v as above, i.e., A z s 2 H v ,0 0 0 0
yi v  .  .  .z s e . It is easy to check that both A z and A z satisfy equality 6 .0
 .  .Moreover, by det A z s 8 s 1 q z and Corollary 3, it follows that, for0
 .  .  0..s / 0 and v g 0, 2p of form given in i of Lemma 3, v f N F .
 .Corollary 4 thus tells us such v f N F . Therefore, when s g
 .  4  .  .y1r2, 1r2 _ 0 , the set 0, 2p l N F is empty.
’ ’ .If s s 0, by det A z / 0 for z / y1, 2 q 3 , or 2 y 3 , we may
 .  .conclude by Corollary 3 that 0, 2p l N F is empty.
Note that
0 1 2
1 223s q s y 1 2 s y 1Ã  .  .H p , F 0 s . .  . . 02  0s q 2 s q 2 .
Ã  .  ..Thus rank H p , F 0 s 2, s / y2 or 1r2, which implies that, when
 .  .s g y1r2, 1r2 , 0 f N F by Theorem 3.
To sum up, we have proved that the integer translates of F are linearly
< <independent for s - 1r2.
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